This paper aims to acquire the precise makespan or delivery period in jobshop scheduling (JSP) under fuzzy conditions. To this end, the author designed a grey scheduling model and a hybrid grey cuckoo search (HGCS) algorithm in the following steps. Firstly, three-and four-parameter interval grey numbers were introduced to depict the fuzzy makespan and delivery period, respectively; then, the possibility measure and necessity measure were defined, and the tardiness credibility index was proposed to estimate the probability of job tardiness. After that, a grey mixed integer programming model was developed to minimize the mean tardiness credibility, and the HGCS was proposed to solve the model. Finally, simulations were conducted on the classical example of 6 3 6. The results show that the proposed algorithm outperformed the basic cuckoo search. The research findings shed new light on the JSP under fuzzy conditions.
Introduction
Job-shop scheduling (JSP) is a common NP-hard scheduling problem in modern industry. The problem is about the processing of a number of jobs on several machines. Each of these jobs needs to go through multiple processes and can run on several machines. The constraints of the JSP are as follows: the jobs must be treated in a feasible sequence of processes and follow the same order of priority; the same job should be processed only once on the same machine; the same machine can only process one job at a time. Under the above constraints, the JSP aims to optimize performance indices like the minimum makespan or the minimum tardiness through rational arrangement of the process sequence and start time. Many algorithms have been developed to solve classical JSPs. For instance, Zhang et al. [1] proposed a hybrid meta-heuristics algorithm based on shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA), intelligent water drops algorithm (IWD) and path relinking (PR) algorithm. Modrák et al. [2] converted an m-machine problem into a 2-machine problem, and created a Johnson algorithm to solve it. Chaudhry et al. [3] presented a genetic algorithm with process planning and scheduling. Considering sequence flexibility, this algorithm solves classical JSPs using the spreadsheet of domain independence. Huang et al. [4] suggested solving classical JSPs by sequence flexibility and minimized the makespan with an improved genetic algorithm.
In classical JSPs, the production is scheduled under the ideal condition, that is, all factors are determined. In real-world production scheduling, however, both makespan and delivery period are highly indeterminate owing to uncertainties like machine breakdown, unfavourable environment or wrong decisions. To reflect the exact production situation, it is necessary to treat the makespan and delivery period as fuzzy variables.
Recent years has seen much attention being paid to the JSP under fuzzy conditions. The most common solution is fuzzy scheduling, that is, describing the fuzzy makespan and delivery period with triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. For instance, Ishii et al. [5] proposed the concept of fuzzy delivery period after exploring various jobs, and then investigated single-and doublemachine open-shop scheduling under fuzzy delivery period. Noori-Darvish et al. [6] created a two-objective fuzzy programming model for open-shop scheduling, whose sequence relies on the job preparation time, fuzzy makespan and fuzzy delivery period. Focusing on two-machine scheduling, Gharehgozli et al. [7] put forward a fuzzy mixed integer programming model for scheduling sequence dependent on the job preparation time and fuzzy delivery period. Simeunović et al. [8] built up a workforce scheduling model based on artificial neural network.
For triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, both sides are monotonous linear functions. Therefore, linear, uniform variations can be expected for the probability function of the fuzzy number value on both sides of the most likely value (i.e. the window of the most likely makespan and the most likely delivery period). Nevertheless, the probability functions of makespan and delivery period are not necessarily linear in actual production. The possible linear and nonlinear functions of the two indices are shown in Fig. 1 .
Considering the fuzziness of makespan and delivery period, a scheduling constraint should be expressed as an interval rather than a fixed value. Moreover, the ideal makespan and delivery period in the classical JSPs are often the most likely values in fuzzy situations; the probability functions for the deviation from the most likely values are not necessarily linear ones. These features are consistent with those of interval grey numbers.
In grey system theory, an interval grey number has different probabilities in taking different values. This unique feature has been widely discussed in the academia. For example, reference [9] introduces the interval grey number into multi-criterion optimization, with the aim to solve various fuzzy decision-making problems in the real world. Considering the impact of fuzzy grey number on prediction results, reference [10] converts the interval grey number sequence into a real number sequence and establishes a prediction model of interval grey number. Based on the definition of the basic interval number, references [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] put forward the three-parameter interval number and a multi-attribute decision-making method. Among them, reference [11] discusses the grey target decision-making with known maximum probability of attribute values: the index weight was determined through subjective or objective weighting, a comprehensive optimization model was established for index weight, and the attribute values were identified by three-parameter interval numbers. In light of the above, this paper establishes a grey JSP model, which treats fuzzy makespan and delivery period as three-and four-parameter interval grey numbers, respectively, and defines the tardiness credibility index of jobs based on the possibility measure and necessity measure. Then, the fuzzy tardiness was determined as the optimization target and a grey mixed integer programming model was established. Finally, the proposed model was solved by an intelligent algorithm. 
Grey job shop scheduling problem

Problem description
In actual scheduling, the job processing is more or less affected by some fuzzy factors. Thus, the scheduling process should be measured by probabilities. Here, the fuzzy makespan and delivery period are expressed as three-and four-parameter interval grey numbers, and the scheduling target is to optimize the mean tardiness credibility of the job. To realize the goal, it is necessary to review the definition of grey number. [20] A number whose value falls in an interval rather than at a fixed point is known as the grey number and can be denoted as ⨂. A three-parameter interval grey number can be expressed as ⊗ ∈ , * , (0 * ) with , and * being the lower limit, the upper limit and the most likely value (centre of gravity), respectively.
Definition 1
Remark 
According to the above description, the grey JSP can be described as:
 Let , , … , be a set of jobs, with being the -th job ( 1,2, … , ).  Let , , … , be a set of machines, with being the -th machine ( 1,2, … , ).  Let , , … , be a set of process sequences, with , , … , being the process sequence of job , and being the machine number of the -th job in the -th process. If 0 , the -th process of the -th job is not implemented The other constraints are the same with those in the classical JSP. Because the delivery period can accurately reflect the market changes, the ultimate target of our scheduling is to find a feasible scheduling plan that minimizes the mean tardiness of the job.
Grey number operator
Suppose all jobs to the processed on the -th machine are allocated into one sequence, in which the -th job is preceded by the job sequence 1,2,…,i-1. Thus, the makespan of the -th job equals the total makespan of all jobs in the preceding sequence. To obtain the total makespan, the addition of two three-interval grey numbers should be defined as follows [21] . 
Where ⊗ is the grey makespan of the -th job on the -th machine. Before obtaining the job tardiness, it is also necessary to define the reduction operator of four-parameter interval grey numbers. (2) and , then ⊗ ⊗ . If the fuzzy tardiness ⊗ of the -th job is greater than zero, then the job production must be delayed; otherwise, the production is not delayed. Hence, the fuzzy tardiness of the job can be described by the possibility measure and the necessity measure.
Theorem 1 For the membership function
Objective function
Definition 6 For the set , ∈ ∈ , suppose and are the membership functions of and , respectively. If 
Let ⊗ , ⊗ and ⊗ be the grey makespan, the grey delivery period and the grey tardiness of the -th job in the JSP, respectively. Suppose the feasible scheduling plans of all jobs are allocated to the set FS and the objective function is denoted as . For a known scheduling plan ∈ , it is possible to establish the following grey mixed integer programming model:
.
0,1 , 1,2, … , ; 1,2, … ,
The goal of this model is to obtain the optimal scheduling plan that minimizes the value of the objective function , i.e. the mean tardiness credibility of all jobs. Eq. 6 specifies that each job must occupy only one position in the process sequence on each machine; Eq. 7 stipulates that each position in the process sequence on each machine can only be occupied by one job; Eq. 8 defines ⊗ , the grey makespan of the -th job at the -th position of the process sequence on the -th machine; Eq. 9 defines the grey tardiness ⊗ of the -th job; Eq. 10 defines the indicator variable ( 1 if the -th job occupies the -th position in the process sequence on the -th machine, and 0 if otherwise); Eq. Proof: Suppose the makespan is greater than 0 in a scheduling sequence . Then, the mean tardiness credibility of all jobs in the process sequence of the -machine can be expressed as:
If the -th job is processed before the -job, the mean tardiness credibility of all jobs in the process sequence of the -machine for the new optimal scheduling sequence can be expressed as:
Only the -th and the -th jobs are interchanged, while the other jobs in the process sequence of the -th machine are in the same positions. Thus, the grey tardiness of the -th, -th and -th jobs can be expressed as: ⊗ ⊗ , ⊗ ⊗ and ⊗ ⊗ , where ∈ 1, , ∈ 1, 1 , ∈ 1, 1 , and 
Since ⊗ ⊗ , we have ⊗ ⊗ according to Eqs. 16 and 17. It can be seen from Theorem 2 that the tardiness credibility ⊗ ⊗ . Therefore, Eqs. 12 and 13 show that the sum of tardiness credibility of the process sequence of the -th machine is . This means the scheduling sequence after exchanging the -th job and the -th job is no better than that before the exchange. Thus, the -th job must be processed after the -th job.
Q.E.D.
Design of hybrid grey cuckoo search
Cuckoo search
Artificial intelligence algorithm is usually used to solve job shop scheduling models. Artificial intelligence algorithms include swarm intelligence optimization algorithm, decision support algorithm [22] [23], data fusion algorithm [24] and machine learning algorithm [25] , etc. Xu et al. [26] proposed a bat algorithm to solve the problem of two-flexible job shop scheduling. Cuckoo search (CS) [27] is a heuristic search algorithm developed by Yang and Deb in 2009. It was inspired by the obligate brood parasitism of some cuckoo species by laying their eggs in the nests of other host birds. The cuckoo algorithm has better performance than particle swarm optimization [28, 29] . Since it was established, the CS has been extensively studied by scholars around the world. In 2010, Yang and Deb applied the CS in the multi-objective solution problem [30] . In 2011, Valian et al. improved the CS based on feedforward neural network [31] . In the same year, Walton et al. proposed an improved Brown free gradient CS [32] . The basic idea of the CS comes from the breeding behaviour of cuckoo and the Lévy flight mode of birds. The Lévy flight is a random walk in which the step-lengths have a probability distribution that is heavytailed. When defined as a walk in a space of dimension greater than one, the steps made are in isotropic random directions. Considering its ability to avoid the local optimum trap and achieve good global optimization, the CS is adopted to solve the grey mixed integer programming model in this paper. The CS is suitable for small scale experiments rather than optimization problems with heavy computing load. Relying solely on random walk, the search for optimal solution consumes lots of computing power, and cannot guarantee the fast convergence of the algorithm. To improve the computing performance, it is necessary to integrate the features of the problem into the CS in a particular situation. Below are the steps to create the hybrid grey cuckoo search (HGCS).
Code design
The CS is not directly applicable to the coding problem of discrete processes. Thus, the coding rule here is based on continuous processes. Suppose the position of each nest represents a feasible scheduling solution. For jobs and machines, the code of the feasible solution can be described by the locations of nests. The code stands for a process sequence, in which each job must appear exactly times. Taking a 4-job 3-machine problem as an example, if the position code is 132143123442, the corresponding job processing sequence should be ( , , , , , ,   , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ) , with , being the -th process of the . In other words, the first job and the third job should be processed successively on the first machine; then, the sec-ond job should be processed on the first machine, the first job should be processed on the second machine, and so on; Finally, the second job should be processed on the third machine.
Generation of initial population
In the CS, the nest location must be initialized at the start. However, the initial population is of poor quality because it is generated randomly without using any knowledge related to the problem to be solved. To improve the quality, the priority rules for minimum makespan and earliest delivery period in the JSP were introduced to develop a grey heuristic algorithm for initializing the locations of some nests. The specific steps are as follows.
For , . Thus, the minimum makespan and earliest delivery period can be expressed as ⊗ and ⊗ , respectively. Then, the said grey heuristic can be established through the following steps:
Step 1: Set up a set of grey markers for jobs, machines and delivery period:
⊗ , … , ⊗ ∈ 1, and ⊗ , ⊗ , … , ⊗ . ⊗
Step 2: Let ⊗ , ⊗ and ⊗ , that is, assign the -th job to the -th machine. Then, we have ⊗ , ⊗ , with 1,2, … , and 1,2, … , .
Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until the jobs are assigned to each machine.
To diversify nest locations in the initial population, a third of the entire population was generated through the above steps, while the remaining parts were still generated randomly. The basic parameters of the CS were configured as: the dimension of the search space is , the number of nests is , the probability that the host bird discovers the egg laid by the cuckoo is , and the maximum number of iterations is . After that, the initial nest locations were converted into process sequence through process coding, the value of objective function was computed corresponding to each nest location, and the optimal nest location was determined. Here, the goal is to calculate , ∈ , i.e. the minimum mean tardiness credibility of all jobs in the fuzzy JSP.
Generation of candidate population
First, the optimal nest location of the previous generation was preserved, and the fitness function , ∈ of each nest location was calculated, with being a suitable positive number and being the objective function. Then, the candidate population was generated by exploring paths and locations through Lévy flight. The direction of Lévy flight is arbitrary, and the step length obeys a heavy-tailed probability distribution. To sum up, the candidate population can be generated by:
where is the location of the -th nest in the -th generation; is the step length control coefficient, which is usually 1; ⊕ is the point-to-point multiplication; is the path of the random search of Lévy flight. The direction of Lévy flight obeys uniform distribution.
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Optimal selection
The locations of all nests in the current population were improved by Theorem 3, that is, the delivery periods of the nest locations were compared. If the grey delivery period ⊗ ⊗ and ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ ⊗ , the -th job must be processed after the -th job. Then, the selection operator of the CS was employed to compare the fitness between parent and candidate generations, and the individuals with high fitness were retained to the next generation. In other words, the algorithm calculates the maximum fitness of nest in the current population; if the maximum fitness of the previous generation is greater than the , then the location of the nest with the maximum fitness in the current population must be replaced with that in the previous generation:
The operation selection adopts the greedy strategy, which can track the optimal solution found in the evolution. This strategy prevents the degradation in the iterative process and accelerates the convergence.
Random migration
Random migration is similar to the mutation operation of the genetic algorithm. In the basic CS, the cuckoo will look for a new nest randomly after its egg was discovered by the host bird. This type of random search may fall into the local optimum trap. To solve the problem, the new nest location could be searched for based on the undiscovered nests, i.e. the crossover operation of the genetic algorithm. The crossover operation goes like this: sort N host nests randomly and save the result; repeat the operation; get a crossover step length by subtracting the results of the previous two steps; find new host nest based on the crossover step length.
Suppose the probability that the host bird discovers the cuckoo egg is . If is smaller than a random number obeying uniform distribution ∈ 0,1 , then the crossover operation was implemented to find new host nests, and the cross-border check was performed on the locations of the nests. The nest locations should be either retained or replaced by locations with better fitness, forming a new set of better locations. Through random migration, the relatively good nests were retained, the poor individuals were eliminated and the population was diversified.
Termination conditions
After optimal selection and random migration, the optimal nest position and the best fitness should be examined. If the iteration termination condition is satisfied (reaching the maximum number of iterations ) or the required accuracy is attained, the global optimal value and the corresponding global optimal position should be outputted; Otherwise, the optimal selection and random migration should be performed again. Finally, the required scheduling plan should be obtained by decoding the global optimal location.
Results and discussion
To verify the proposed HGCS algorithm, a simulation was carried out on the classical example of 6 3 6. The example was proposed by Sakawa to simulate the scheduling problem with fuzzy makespan and delivery period. In our experiment, the HGCS and CS parameters were configured as: the number of nests was 30, the probability that the host bird discovers the cuckoo egg 0.25, the maximum number of iterations 1,000. The simulation was carried out on Matlab 2014a (OS: Windows 7; CPU: Intel® Core™ i3-2350M 2.0GHz; Memory: 2GB).
For the 6 3 6 grey JSP, the minimum mean tardiness credibility was taken as the objective function. The grey makespan and delivery period are given in Table 1 , and the process sequence is listed in Table 2 . The tardiness credibility coefficient was set to 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.8, respectively. The target value is the minimum mean tardiness credibility. The program was ran 10 times at random to obtain the mean value. The experimental results are recorded in Table 3 .
As shown in Table 3 , the mean target value increased with the tardiness credibility cient . This is mainly because the growth in the coefficient led to a significant increase in the weight of the probability measure. With = 0.2, 0.5, 0.2 and 0.5, simulations were conducted respectively by the CS and the HGCS. For each value of , the convergence curve of the mean tardiness credibility was plotted according to one of the simulations (e.g., Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 5) .
According to Table 3 , the HGCS always obtained a smaller mean target value than the CS, whichever the tardiness coefficient . Figs. 2 to 4 reveal that the HGCS obtained better optimal target value and realized faster convergence than the CS when the curve tended to global convergence.
The objective of this paper is to minimize the average value of tardy reliability of all jobs. As is shown in Table 3 , the running results are obtained by the 10 operations, whatever CS algorithm or HGCS algorithm. For example, when the operation has run six times, the value of CS algorithm is 0.1841 at δ=0.5, HGCS 0.1509. Tardiness credibility represents the weighting sum of tardiness of probability measure and certainty measure. By definition 3, we can see that the uncertainty tardiness of jobs can be well embodied by possibility measures and necessity measures. 
Conclusion
This paper proposes a grey scheduling model for the fuzzy makespan and delivery period in the JSP, which expresses the fuzzy makespan as three-parameter interval grey numbers and the fuzzy delivery period as four-parameter interval grey numbers. This approach is more generic than expressing fuzzy scheduling factors with triangular and trapezoid fuzzy numbers. On this basis, some features of optimal grey scheduling were obtained from the properties of grey numbers. These features were used to improve the basic CS into the HGCS. Then, simulations were performed on the classical example of 6 3 6. The results show that the HGCS can solve the job tardiness problem in fuzzy JSP with fuzzy makespan and delivery period. Compared to the basic CS, the HGCS achieved an excellent scheduling result. Of course, the solution presented here only applies to single objective optimization problem. The future research will tackle multi-objective optimization problems under resource constraints. 
